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I.·c. United Way Reaches Out 
I{ there. seemed to be an 
exceptional number of joggers on 
the road Wednesday afternoon, 
it was for _good reason. Members 
of the Delta Kappa Fraternity . 
'set out at 3 pm from the Ithaca ,; . 
College campus on the hill to I ,-.. 
deliver United Way pledge cards I .. .:r 
to the doorsteps of various : \::l:,~ : .. 
community agencies. ! 
The cards symbolize Ithaca 
College's contribution to this 
.year's United Way Campaign.· 
The joggers delivered cards to 
Challenge Industries, the South-
side Community Center, the 
Salvation Army and the Ameri- i 
· can Red Cross, among other~ 
With the campaign officially 
on its way, the goal to be raised 
from the Ithaca College commun-
Photo- by Frank Se~s ity is $13, 285. Photo by Frank Sellers 
·NBC Chainnan To 
Speak On -Election _MCHuph And Harter Square Off 
I 
- On Monday, October_ 18, Award has served 31-years with 
NBC ~oard "chairman· Juliai:i ·NBC; has established _himself-as By Peter Ajemian McHugh·was elected in 1974 attllu-des,,'stating that McHugh's 
Goodman will address the Ithaca a strong and effec!!Ye spo~~sman _ and joined a large group of votes on the issues "do not 
College community orr the "Role for broadcasting, and b~en a This Sunday. afternoon the freshmen Democrats in the reflect the true beliefs and 
.of 'J'.ew.vJsioo ·l'few.s.,~ -~h~. :WJ,.~,--~r;eati¥e-.force. within:1e4ix~~~-- ·•:-oilthaca-:wilf~t:a·poo~·-.:\Han:se::!d3efore :that jump..__ into ·interest~ o( tht• people-... · Harter 
· Presidential Campaign:•;. Tickets top rJlanagement. __ . · debate between· the 'two calidi- ·....._,office · he' began his political openly recognized Mc Hugh's -re-
·for the 11 · a.m. convocatipn in .The citation accompanying · dates running for the U.S. House career by being elected to serve cord as t>eing the major cam-
Walter Ford Halt on the·College · the NAB award gi~en to Good- of Representatives from the 27th as District Attorney in Tompkins paign issue: He cited four 
ca[!]pus will be free hl,!t must b~: _- m·iu~ in. March. bonoi;~p, ~im f(!r di~tri~t- of New York. The County, later served as Demo- important issues: congressional 
obtained from the .. offices- of the his multiple roles as "broadcast candidates are incumbent Demo- cratic v1ce-chairman for Tomp- reform, the economy, reducing 
Pight academic de~ns and direct- . journalisC program innovator cratic Congressman Matt Mc- kins· County, and finally as the bleral bureau-cracy, and 
ors or at the ticket offioo-in and ·industry leader" and cited Hugh and his Republican chal- · Democratic State ·comitteeman. national defense. Harter appa-
Egbert Union, also on campus. ·him_speciflcally for his pione~r- lenger William··Harter. The By being asked to lead other rently is hoping his· tht•ory is 
The talk will be open to the ing of "new radio a·nd telev!s1on debate; the third o! eight which activites as well, he impressed correct that the voters will favor 
· public. . programming and production -are scheduled, will take plac_e. at people with his commitment. In his stands on thP issues more 
Goodman, --recipient· of the t,echniques." the Women's Community Build- Congress, he has been active on than McH ugh ·s. ' 
National Association oi Broad- Over the- years, Goodma.n ing from 4:30·to 5:30. the Agricultural Committee try- When asked ahout ihPir 
casters' Distinguished · Service , . .,,,,i,,un/ on page_ 4 ing to keep family farms. He has -asses!,,mcnts of I.he campaign so 
voted to abolish the seniority far, McHugh's managn rPspon-
system in Congress, hacked ded hy say,ing it woul~_ lw a 
"zero-based" budgeting, voted "difficult camJJaign," whill' Har-
for employment hills, and sup- ter's manager, Gforgt• Van RipPr 
ported campaign reforms. replied that hl' has ohst>rved 
Harter is a Presbyterian "steady, unintcrruptPd prog-rt>s<; 
minister. Formerly-a high-~chool from "February until now." 
and college teacher; Harter Both acknowledged Harter'" 
served in the military as well. advantage of having heen ahle to 
Harter s·aid that he has had the campaign full-lirnP sine!' last 
opportunity to work with all February while McHugh ha~ 
kinds of people and see_ all het>n in Washington. Harter has 
aspects of society. He -ran .used radio advcrti'iing quill' . .a 
because he wants the "opportu- hit. Mcllugh has planiwd 
nity to address the problems he's advPrlisPments for radio and 
seen." He believes that ~the television this month. along with 
Republican "philosophy and poli- a maiiing to Pv(•ry regi'ii erPd 
cies . are more in tune with household. 
American people." ThPn· was a sharp dil 
The central issue in ti his fercn<·e hPtwcen,thP two mana 
campaign is whether voters have gpr\ a!-,'iCrtion~ 1tn one. <'(>nlro-
been satisfied with McHugh's vprsial topie, and that was; \hl' 
performance in the last two qul·~tion of whethPr Harter has 
years. ·Mcllugh is pointing out il"1: received financial contributions 
,his· campaign tliat he· has had a from national ronsprval iv{· 
"person-to-person" approach groups._ -.Ji1an LO(•hr 1<;aid thal 
with his constituents. He has they had given him money" whill· 
organiied- over 50 town mee- Van· Rip·er flatly <iPnied it. It .b 
tings, come home on weekends not illegal ev~·n· if Harter was 
throughout bis term, and alloted getting money from these 
a speci~J time when people in the groups, Van Riper added. 
district can call him at hi!; It is true, ho\\ (.'Ver, that Bilr 
Was.hington office. On top of ·Harter·s campaign has been 
that,_ McHugh~s own polls have aided by t~e Republican Nat_inal 
. . . . _ , ~how.o that the people · are Commit(ee. Nol only has the 
. . _ . . .. . , ... -·~-. _ ..... __ . ·.·,;Piwt~·by._Jo1tReis: _ _ basically favorable to·his posi--Committee alr~ady contrib~ted 
. Met~~polit4n tOi,e~ti:Stqi.i~Ji~b,~t,t.~.l!~i~rs:. )vur P_e~f d~ ·. · .- t~:~~. c:a7:t~~t~~::e;:o~~: :ii1i:e ~~:ff 1~e~t:r. s~;t Ch: 
: : : .. · · ' -~- ···'• ' , · · ,.' _ .. ; ·-': · ..:· ·:.; c .',:-:·::,):;,-: 5\1.:':'.(,:,~,;.J;?--:'J;-.. ; , .. :-::,?,; ,-: '. :. · ·. ---: . · .. . . . . very close. to where Matt is." district to help out. Van Riper 
~· • .., ~ ._ • ..i,.._t .,:.'I ...,r ,.. __ .,.,.~;, t'C :,, ~:<:r-....... ,,., .. ; ... ~ .. , • _ • • • • , - , ' ' ~ -~ :· in-:""l]oncert-·,Th~:- Saiiirilll{:YNJi,.iftf/:w ali~,<}! ~rd Hall-,:,. i~ea:i~n' ~!!te:u~te:~ i:rr:~~:~-
'i . 1 ---i•· .. .. ·.-.:-~ ... : .... ·>: .. -.·· . . · ... .-, · ,,_., .. :, .. ,:. -.". ,.!.-·.'i ··., , ,. 
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-Thee Ithacan 
Ques?ion: Does the Yearbook have any palue to 
you? 
By Kim Howe 
Photos by Frank SeUers 
. , · .. IJay Bobbin '78 TV-Radio "Yes I 
Doug Bakelin 78 Bus Adm. Yes do believed it is of value I didn't 
it does: I'm buying thi~ year's to get last year's and I'~ sorry I ' 
have p1~tures of my friends who didn't. Certain pages of it will 
are seniors now. I hope that mean more than others but 
through better planning the cost ov~rall it's worthwhile to see 
to students can be decreased." familiar faces." 
Sandy Stern '79 Politics. "It 
doesn't mean much unless you're 
a spnior." 
Summer Hookanson '79 Spanish. 
"If you don't know anv seniors 
it's not worLh buyirig." · 
Sue Covel, '79 Speech Path. 
"Yes. _People like to look back 
over the years arfd see friends 
and what they're done." 
'-- •* ... J?J.•~·-·· I. •• -~-
I 
Pete Lanane '79 Bus. !'To seniors 
it's ·a lasting memory but to me it 
doesn't ha_ve any significance." 
Michael Cowan '79 Biology. "I 
think il _would have more· value 
as a senior hut as an underclass-
man it doesn't hJ!Ve any value." 
Mark 
"Yes. 
Financl!. 
... ..., .... _~_,/, ......... _, ..... . 
--
' 
I. (:. Reco_".d St°je: _ - . ,- .,_ 
rr k .. ·. ;. ~WO {:f 
. .1. a in,i J..,are--· u_ Business· 
I ·'·.·. • ·. •. 
/ 
By Cindy Schwartz 
I 
The Ithaca College Record person leaves the college the 
~· .. ·,re has recently started its person who is hired to fill their 
third successful year of ~usiness position also takes over tlte 
·on t~e Ithaca College campus. position on the corporate b9ard 
The record store, located in oflthaca Student Services. Nad -
the basement of the West 'J,'ower er and Melnick are trying to 
·first opened in October 1974. It change this so that the corporate 
was started by four Ithaca board, will be composed of 
College students-Abbe Kadish, persohs interested in actively 
Josh Leonard, Andy Telsey, and working with the corporation. 
Bruce Korn. Josh Leonard and The record store is present -
Andy Telsey were then involved ly the only buisness secured 
in students government and under the title of Ithca Student 
were able to secure a one year Services, but it will soon be 
loan of five thousand dollars to joined by Lick-It, the student -
get the corproation - off the run, non-profit ice cream store 
ground. The four students all on campus. 
worked together in )he actual This yelll" the record store is 
formation of the record store, run by Mark 'Kamins, Dennis 
but it was Bruce Korn who Burroughs, and Scott Melnick 
managed the store after it was who are the three managers. The 
set up. record store -also employs five 
The Ithaca College Record paid employees·and an account -
Store-is part of a larger corpora - ant. Several students who volun 
tion entitled Ithaca Students - teer to work at the record store 
Services. It is a private corpora - this year will be considj:¼red to fill 
tion that is student-run, student manager's positions for next 
- owned, and not for profit. It has year. 
no affiliation with the college The record store's everyday 
except that rent is paid to the prices on records are lower than 
college for the use of a room in any other competitor in Ithaca . 
the basement of the West Tower. · Prices ·ror a $6.98""list album are 
The -corporate board of Ithaca $4.67, but' if three of more 
Students Services is comprised albums are purchas_ed they are 
of various members of the colleg~ only $3.99 each. Cut-outs of 
community. albums are also available at 
John Nader, Student- Body $1.87. The record store isopen 
President and also President of from eleven until five Monday 
Ithaca Student Services has been through Saturday, and.is open 
working with Scott Melnick, one late Thursday night until nine. 
of the record store managers, to Aside fl'.Qm selling records, 
make policy changes within the the Ithaca College REcord Store 
rules of the corporation. As the also sells various types of audio. 
rules currently stand, having a . equipment accessories, such as 
position on the corporate board is blank recording tapes and casset 
· an, inherited position in that if a - tes, and record,cleaners. They 
.. , :.~.,, ... _ - ' • • - • \ • • I • • • -~ ' :• ' 
' also serve as a- ticket ourlet for 
various COI\Certs in, the Ithaca 
area. Beginning in two weeks, 
special orders on records not 
cµrrently available in the rec~rd 
store will be available from the 
distributor. 
According to Melnick, the 
most popular time for selling 
records is at the beginning of 
each .semester.- Yet on the 
average, the record store sells at 
least five hundred records a 
week. Melnick noted that the 
people who co'me to the record 
store are mostly students ·srom 
Ithaca College, although there is . 
a· definite group of regular 
. customers made up of Ithaca. 
College faculty and Cornell Univ 
- ersity students. 
· One of the biggest problems 
.the record store has to cope with 
is their poor location. Located in 
the basement of the West Tower 
it is not an . easily accessible 
location to reach, further compli -
cated by poor-parking facitities. 
Word-of-mouth has been a 
popular means of advertising the 
record store\ but in a few weeks 
the record, store will have 
completely full stock and will 
start advertising on campus, 
downtown, and at Cornell. The 
managers of the record store are 
trying to get the College's 
permission to move the· record 
store into the Crossroads for a 
few days to get the people who 
aren't familiar· with the.. record 
store to find out about it. · 
Part of the store's success 
can be attributed to the fact that 
the managers know the market 
continued on page 7 
PHOTO BY FRANK SELLERS 
The-Stables- ·1on 
· ll59.~Rd. 2139125 
·tbursdaY· .· TOPS~STEAK _ dmner special with tps~ ~lad and garhc breads3· 65 
· . only • 
this thursday frida & ·· · 
~night 
. -
. . 
.- Bru~e · '! an_dftrpo.ol 
e~cellent acoustics 
and guitar 
,· . ' . 
aW,aantil 
.·sanclwicla· 
- ?t'C, ( ·.·:.,, , ·(' * .. '. r,,'..-; .. •
~ •. '!.· ..... ·----"""''-------..... ---..... --.... ....::,,;_._.....;. __ ....,..;..'....;;;.,.J~ .... ----..;..;;......,..._..;_..:.::.,....;.. .... ___ ~--..:.....::....:..::.::....:_~.::.:....:.:..:..;.. __ ..:,....;..~~~~~~~-··_·:..:_· .. .!.':":...··~··..c,•;_·~· ~-~···~ 
• .,. :\ ':,, ,. • ' • I <, _, ,-' ; \ ~,' • • ~~ I _ _,:__ ~ 
Q 
Whalen TO Speafc:/ 'l)f Q'!~~{'tl-.ih 
... ~ .. ,! ~\ ,:i t· ";,~·- ;.: -~-.~!:':,\~ \:, ~ ,·~ ci:-.r·~ ' . -
·. A"t Co~ess· - . '! _,. • • . ... : 'ACCo:inodates Students 
·.. . By Jodie Gould 
summer. 
A heated debate resulted 
with the Budgei- Committee's 
recommendation that the Stu-
dent Government ask for riiore 
funding to subsidize those clubs 
and organizations whose activi-
ties fall under the 'jurisdiction of 
the- academic schools and divi-
sions. these org_anizatins wouid 
include the: Ch~mistry Club, 
Math Club, Biology Club, sailing 
Club, Women's .hockey and 
Crew, Fencing Club, p.t. Assoc., 
Speech and Hearing and Physics. 
. While they did not wish to 
deny the im1>5>rtance of these 
organizations, they believe that a 
large proportion of their budget 
should not be financed by a 
student government. 
.,,.,. •• ,. -•:""•'j/;."1,o, ... .~,>•It,,. . ;: • . 
•••'--'ampBQPl'. -· · 
cont from page 1 
explained ·that the, Republican 
National Committee cliooses cer-
tain campaigns around the coun-
try to support based° on what the 
chances are for. a Republican 
victory in the November elec-
- _ tions·. · Evidently~ they feel· 
Harter is a possible winner. 
Besides the debates ahead, 
, each campaign_ has scheduled 
fund-raising events. Matt Mc-
. Hugh•s campaign planned the 
Harry Chapin Benefit Concert to 
-. be held tomorrow night at the 
State Theatre in Ithaca. Har-
- ter's ___ campaign has plann~d an 
event on October 19th . in Bing-
hamton with Eliot Richardson as -
the guest speaker. · 
The 27th Congressional l)js. 
- trict has a high· percentage of 
~publicans· registered in rela-
- tion to Democr:ats. In 1974 
McHugh was able to receive 30 
percent of the Republican vote. 
Both campaign camps seemed to 
· recognize that the voting pattern 
in this district has indicated a 
potential for independent votes. 
Most likely it will be the man, not 
the party that decides this 
contest. - It wiiI · also be tlie 
reaction of the p·eople to Harter's 
constant attack <?D McHug)l's 
record. 
HICKEY'S 
201 S.- TIOGA ST. · -
.· ... ITBACA. N.Y._ 
27?-8262 :, ·-,, 
- I 
,.._,,··..:... •~~ 
oto by Larry HoUand 
other days of the week is not 
because the students are looked 
down upon, but rather because 
the Club has over 1000 members 
which must be catered to first. 
--CHARMS- .BOUTIQUE_.._ 
Latest in .Hi~h· Fashion:.·' 
. •mens a~ (~dies clothe$ •shoes. boots. 
· •lmi>orted Sitts from around the world ! 
, ··•handmade Jewe~ •ieather 20.oos: :-) 
.- ' .:... . _ •smoklni! accessories · · 
t:.;,-',,(,:..,.'i-.7~ir:.~~·- • ,.-.. ";-~ ... - - -.. . . ·- - • , 
',1~;.;;IISa!J:IIA!J!~ard ... _ . . •c • • :Masferdlatle . ··-~ .. ,. 
· '··: · -.- ~, .. >::1~ted in_ the ~Yramld ~~1.1 .. ::;:tt;~)\ · 
. . ' 
... __ ~ ,- .. ' .. 
' . 
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1W1mclln N~edced Stimulus 
Veeetarians Of_· 
The successful student is one _ who has the 
willingness and the ability to extend his or her 
education beyond the classroom. lf'education is to 
have meaning it is important that it be applied 
throughout the course of our everyday lives; it is 
important for students to look beyond their books 
and papers and to be able to analyze the facts which 
confront us on a daily basis. 
It is therefore important that the campus 
environment offer a stimulating atmosphere in 
which students are exposed to a wide variety of 
thoughts and attitudes relevant to living in today's 
world. This -can be accomplished in a number of 
ways through the use of films, guest ·speakers, and 
in special seminars ·which would encourage 
students to interact with various faculty members. 
To the credit of Ithaca College: the.Fall o( 1976 
has brought with it an impre~sive schedule of guest 
speakers. Only last week Dr. Hammond Parry was 
on campus to discuss international terrorism with 
students, and the week before that Jimmy Carter's 
son Jeff and his wife appeared in the Crossroads. In ; 
two weeks the campus will be visited by Julian 
Goodman, chairm!lll of the board for the National 
Broadcasting Company, who will spend the whole 
day here to discuss the role of the media in the 
current Presidential race with several groups of 
students. What is significant about the Goodman 
visit is that in addition to his formal lecture, he will 
also be taking the time to conduct a seminar with a 
small group of students which will offer students 
the opportunity to pursuP in detail with Mr.Good -
man any questions they might have on the medi~'s 
ability to influence the mind of the vote~s. Rol>erta 
Peters' vocal class in the School of Music several 
weeks ago is another example of students having 
the opportunity to in~eract with a prominent 
representative of their field of interest. 
Events such as these are wastes, however, 
unless students are willing to take advantage of 
them. It was indeed encouraging to see the 
enthusiasti~ turnouts for Jeff Carter and Roberta 
Peters, but the fact that less than 30 people were 
present for Dr. Parry's· presentation last week is 
something of a disgrace ... especially when one 
considers the role terrorism is playing in the · 
world's political arena today. 
It can only be hoped that the students ·will 
show an interest in the visits of Julian Goodman 
and the other guests scheduled to appear in the 
months ahead, because unless students show an 
interest in these activities the activities board and 
the administration may decide that they just aren't 
worth having. 
CommnnicatiolIIl§ 
JR cevisit<ed 
The booking of facilities is tight for many 
academic departments here at LC. Nowhe_re is this 
perhaps more noticablc than in the School of 
Communications. The freshman-level course, 
Broadcast Operations, has close to 100 students in 
it, all needing studio time for projects. It is for this 
reason that additional sections of both Broadcast 
Operations and its Spring sequel, Television 
t•roduction and Direction, cannot 'be scheduled 
during the normal academic year. 
Due to the fact that no additional sections exist 
during the academic year causes hardships to those 
LC. students who transfer into Communications 
from _another major. A 0 majority of those 
transferring are required to take the two 
above-mentioned courses during a four week 
period in the summer. Admittedly, these courses 
represent the basics upon which the re~ainder of 
the curriculum depends, however, it is unfair to 
To The Editor: 
We are looking for fellow 
vegl)tarian workers. If you are 
or would like to be involved in 
some sort of vegetarian action on 
your campus would you let us 
know.· 
This fall there ·will be a 
· network of UNTURKEY or 
vegetarian Thanksgiving public 
dinners around lhe country. 
Vegetarian Thanksgivings .s~ve 
,grain for some of the 50 million 
hungry, save animals from going 
terrorized to an unjul!t death, 
save humans from the food 
poisoning, intestinal cancer, kid-
·oown 
On Sae:a., 
To The Editor: 
In response to your lead 
article last week, I would like to 
say that the students have every 
right to throw away that 
garbage. I would really like to 
know what SAGAdoes with the 
three quarters of a million.dollars 
it recieves. They certainly don't 
.use it to hire cooks! If the food 
was a little more carefully 
prepared the waste would be 
minimal. So if you are going to 
blame ~omeone for the waste, pin· 
it on those Saga "chefs". Please 
print this. 
Sincerelly, 
Tim Feldman 
P.S. Saga never replies to 
my complaints. 
The World. Unite 
ney disease, and other hazards of 
animal flesh. 
The laboratories on your 
campus, if it is a typical one, are 
inv9lved in some of the kinds of 
research which have happened 
elsewhere. E.G., 
At the University of Cali-
fornia at San Diego, pigs are 
forced to run a treadmill till they 
drop of exhaustion. 
At Harvard several years 
ago, pigs were dropped alive into 
800 degree boiling oil for event-
ual compilation as reseach in The 
Symposium· on Burns. At the 
University of Rochester, at 
Wayns State etc., dogs were 
strapped- -into Blalock Presses 
and into crash cars, to see how 
much pressure could be taken 
before bones broke and skulls 
were crushed. 
We are animal liberation-
ists, world hunger activists, and 
diseas·e fighters. All can be 
accomplished through-vegetarian 
work; either on campus or with 
us. We :work for $5 a week and 
room and board. Come on 
aboard. 
. Sincerely, 
Don Wilson, Nellie Shriver, 
Billy Mick, Enuna Wood 
American Vegetarians 
Box 32323, Wash. D.C. 20007 
' • .( • I 
--: Politics Department Commended 
To the Editor: 
I read in an Ithacan several 
weeks ago about an adminis-
trator not knowing what the hell 
was going o · with the Politics 
department. This upset me very 
much because this semester I _am 
enrolled in a ·Politics course and 
I'm enjoying· it so much that I 
was considering getting a minor 
in Politics. I would like to 
complement the Politics depart-
ment on an excellent course, 
professor· (B. Grosscup) and 
readings. This course bass been 
far more -stimulating than any 
other course I've. taken in my 
three years here. I would like to 
suggest that Beau Grosscup be 
made a full time faculty member 
in the Politics 'Department and I 
know. there are lots of other 
students who will agree. 
A once apathetic student 
Storefront needs: Volunteers to help staff their _ 
"informationa nd advocacy center in downtown 
Ithaca to help area residents with legal, welfare, 
and citizen's rights problems.·Any weekday at any 
time can be arranged. 
FRANKENBERRYt 
CouNT CHOCULA~ , 
make acceptance into the School of Communica- EDIT'OR-IN·CHIEF .... MARK ENGSTROM 
tions conditional upon summer completion of these MANAGING EDITOR .... COREY TAYLOR . 
[continued from page 1] courses. NEWS EOITOR .... JON CHOATE _ 
Attendance at summer school courses can ENTERTAINfylENT EDITOR .... CARYN PICKER has received many awards and 
make a full-time summer job - crucial to many SPORTS EOITOR .... PETE TALBOT , honors for service from broad-
students' finances during the academic year - PHOTO EDITOR.: .. FRANK SELLERS. casters and journalists. In May; 
impossible to obtain. Tlterefore the potential ADVTG/BUSINESS MGR ... ANDY FRIEDMAN 1975, he became one of only ten 
fotra-college transfer into Communications· is ASSOCIATE EDITOR .... MARCIE GORMAN living journalists elected to.the 
"paying" twice. Once for tuition for those courses, Hall of; Fame of the NY Chapter 
and again by way ol lost income. o! the · Society of Professional 
A possible solution to this dilemma would be to NEWS: PETER AJEMIA~. TIM CALLAGHAN, Journalists, Sigma Delta-_Chi, in 
schedule the courses during the semester break or . JODY GOULD, KIM HOW,E, TRA<;Y•SCHROTH;· recognition of his "unique and 
over March vacation {each of the courses presented NANCY · SEARS .•. ADS: ST.EVE BUIS, STEVE lasting contributions to the field 
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By Andy Friedman 
It was truly a meeting of the minds, which 
gave me cause to wonder why I was invited. 
-J>residential_ Assistant Walter Bonton was 
there, checking his reflection in a desktop mirror to 
see if- his moustache, was 'on straight. Vice 
President for student/Campus .Affairs Constantly 
I. Amanass was there, looking terribly suave in a 
turtleneck, tweed jacket and wingtip shoes. And, 
·of course, Ithaca College President James J. 
Whalen was there ... except that he had dyed his 
hair black. , 
"I guess you're wondering why you were 
invited," Whalen saii:l. (He read me like a book. 
What brilliance. The college is definitly i,n safe 
· hands.) 
"Oh let me .tell- him sir!" Bonton enthused. 
"Very well.waiter, but stop groveling. You're 
wearing out the carpet." 
"Well;" ·Bonton said to me,"if you've been 
reading the papers lately (I confessed I hadn't) you 
know that our beloved leader is having a bit of 
trouble with his image." 
"His image?" · 
"Yes, his image,"Bonton replied. "Look!" He 
held a mirror next to Whalen. It was true ... there 
was no reflection. · 
"~E want the president to be able to relate 
· better to college students," Amanass- pointed out. , 
"He aslready: relates to the Board, but we want him 
to have an acceptable image· in the eyes of our 
students." 
, "So why do you need me?" 
"Opinion. We want to appeal to the common 
person, and they don't come any commoner than 
you. As an average student, we wanj your help in 
selecting the n~w image of James J. Whalen." 
I gulped. The task was earthshaking in 
responsibility. . 
'.'What have you got so far?" I inquired. 
"The sports look, "Bonton smiled, shoving a 
photograph at me. The snapshot depicted Whalen 
in a. buisness suit, but his shoulders were bulging 
. unnaturally. 
"Um-" 
"Shoulder pads. That, with yellow pants and a 
navy blue dress shirt will have the admiration of 
everyone iri the HPERschool." 
"Uh huh. What else?" 
,"The communications look," Bonton smiled. In 
this picture, Whalen was wearing stereohead -
phones, had a 35mm camera slung over his 
shoulder and was wearing a hat with a replica of 
the FM transmitter on top. He was also sporting a 
button which read, "All the way with Kesh!"_ 
"Anything elce?" (It was understandably going 
to be a tough decision); 
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''The Campus Radical look," Bonton smiled. I 
was beginning to wonder if he did smiling 
exercises. In this picture Whalen was dressed in 
patched jeans, a sweatshirt, clearly hadn't shaven 
for several days, carried his working papers in a 
knapsack on his bacJt and wore a bu,.tton that said, 
"Up Against the Wall. Administrator!" 
"So that's what campus radicals look like," 'i 
mused. Aloud I said, "Look, even Jimmy Carter 
can't successfully be everything to everybody. 
Why can't Whalen be himself?" 
"Because that hasn't worked." was the 
answer. 
"Right. Well .... " 
"Wait! There is one more," Amanass said 
eagerly, and nodded to. the bathroom door where 
Whalen , unnoticed by me, had slipped behind 
several minutes before. "Okay, sir." 
The door opened. Our college president stood 
in the doorway. His dyed-black hair was breased 
back. He was dressed in a white T-shirt, dirty jeans 
and a black leather jacket. In one hand he held a 
motorcycle helmet. 
"I am your President ... you dig?" he· drawled. 
After an appropriate silence, I nodded a 
somewhat choked approval. "You know, sir, it just 
might work." 
Amanass and Bonton smiled. 
Whalen gave the 'thumbs up' signal, and said, 
"aaaaayyyyyy!" 
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Student Producers: . _ 
. DiscussiQn Qf Pr~,fnf;, PAS.iiliil/F,itff_f'if': 
By:- Marcie Gorman · ' 
Photos by Frank Sellers 
Many colleges across the country have radio 
stations of their own but few have television 
stations. Ithaca College, because of it's Com-
munication School of Television and Radio, has 
both of these facilities along with multi-talented . 
individuals consistently, making use of them. -
Students of Ithaca , College- have always been 
encouraged to experiment with WICB, whether it 
be with the AM-FM radio programs or WICB TV 
Cerrache Channel 13. 
This year on Channel 13 there are a variety of 
shows, all of which are student produced, directed, 
and written; News Scene-Produced by Rich 
Turkell, Freeze- Frame-Produced by :Betsy Prit-
chett, All Kinds of People-Produced-- by' Gary 
Bettman and a.,new live talk show Panorama-Pro-
duced by Lee Auerbach. 
The taping of Freeze Frame with host Skip 
Landon. 
All four of these student producers are 
Communication Majors who have decided to create 
a type of entertainment that will meet the interest 
of the Ithaca community via television. They each 
try to make the best of what is available to them in 
terms of people, facilities, time and money. Most of 
the shows are aimed tgowards downtown Ithaca 
audiences, not just those living on campus. 
Although all four producers are trying to- find 
audience appeal, each has his/her own framework 
to attain his/her goa[ 
News Scene is a half hour news show of. local, 
state and national interests. Rich Turkell who is 
also the show's director and anchorperson at times 
.said, "The program is only as good as the 
leadership given, details in the past shows that 
have been overlooked are now coming together." 
Freeze Frame was submitted by a student 
three years ago to his professor for a class project, 
as a result Betsy Pritchett became the producer of 
this weekly interview show with Skip Landon, an· 
Ithaca College film professor, as host. Ea~h week, 
Betsy finds either a guest or topic concerning-the 
film industry. "Being active in the film media 
himself, Skip knows several prominent film-ma-
kers. Through his help, many have appeared on 
the show," siad Betsy. "I also write to potential 
guests informing thPm about the show and ask if 
they would appear on Freeze Frame." 
Host Frank Carpano interviews bar owners from 
Ithaca. 
Betsy: is fortunate that Freeze --Frame is a 
taped show because she is able to maJse use of guest 
speakers who visit Ithaca College and travel to 
New York to tape there. Last December, Betsy 
went to the big city and taped a!_l interview with 
Otto Preminger that will be televised later -this 
semester. 
All K~ds of People has been pro,duced by Gary 
Bettman for the past two years. His show· differs 
very much from any of the others because he is 
catering to th~ viewers downtpwn. ''fm also the , , 
director," said Gary .. "I have to get studio time and 
guests and if I didn't have the show I'd have better 
grades." The ability to produce ~d direct was 
something Gary learned from doing. Last year he 
was directly involved with another-show Food· 
Glorious Food. Gary said that the host plays a very 
important role in any production of this nature. 
Hosting All Kinds of People is Frank Carpana and 
the stars are'downtown car dealers, bar owners, 
hair styliaj;s, etc., living up to its title. 
Lee' Auerbach is the producer of the newest 
show o_n WICB, Panorama, hosed by Andy 
Friedman. Lee has tried to work in a framework of 
issues that directly pertain to the Ithaca area. 'Lee 
said, "I set my own limitations and interview shows 
do so too." Lee is also in charge of all productions 
on WICB-TV as far as reviewing. Panorama is ·a 
live intervie'Y show that is televised Sunday 
evenings. 
All of these four student producers have been 
working at WICB for the pl!.St three and four years. 
They all ~xperience the anguish and excitement of 
producing their own show. "Classes keep you from 
your work,". said Betsy but in the same respect, the 
shows keep them from ~heir classes. These shows 
are not just projects to them, "they are you, any 
good producer strives to reach th~ best degree of 
competence. We learn production because we want 
to learn production," said Rich. 
In the past, these students have produced such 
successes·as The Ithaca College Dating Game, and 
The Johnny Carson Show, ~hich were, probably 
more amusing to the Ithaca community because 
they were following a·familiar format. The Johnny 
'Carson Show, for example, was written by Gary 
Bettman and Fred Raker, but the framework was· 
created by N!3C. The Dating Gaine was -not an 
original idea for Lee Auerbach but he designed the 
set, interviewed the contestants and made 
prizes-available. 
What does the fut~ bring to WICB? There 
will not be a third season' of Ithaca College's 
Tonight Show or Dating Gaine according to these 
producers. No new-ideas have been mentioned, 
but'there i:i the possibility that other talents could 
be extended· to television entertainment at Ithaca 
-- College. If these producers used the-talents of the · 
-Drama School and the creative writing of- the.: 
·-Humanities and Sciences School.new shows could 
be broadcasted tliat would not follow · the 
framework ,of a_ series already thought of by 
national networks. News Scene, Freeze Frame, · 
All Kinds of People and Panorama are new, but as 
mentioned before, their audiences are not solely· 
from Ithaca College. , -·· 
Semester specials like 'I'he Tonight Show and 
The Dating Game are worthwhile ·endeavors for 
studeni producers; h9wever, tbe_ir talents should 
allow_them to experiment more than they do. -
I • •.,, ' ' • 
The &lt for Panorama before sbowtime Sunday. 
WICB·TU. 
-
7:00 News Scene a round up of the day's news, 
gathered and reported by the area's largest news 
team. With Rich Turkel, Nick Drinker, and 
Ed Alpern. 
· 7 :30Freezc frame Host Skip Landen talks 
with prominent film figures to give the audience an 
insight into,the film industry, 
8:09 Panoramaa live, issue oriented talk show 
that centers around the problems and concerns of 
the people of _the community, Guests include 
prominent local· figtJFes. Hosted by Andy Fried-
man. (60 Min.) 
_ 9:00Keep the C:ustomer-S11tisfied Jan Zahlerm 
director of the Voluntt!!lr Action Ce_nter, will join 
Marty Gould to discuss what the. center does for 
Ithaca. Incl~ded will be Big Brother1Big Sister, 
Friendly Visitor Service, Braiµ~Aid and Tutoring. 
9:30 Entertainment UQlbre"4 Highlights of the 
Spring '76-Jazz Lab at Ithaca,~Uege.; The music is 
conducted by Steve Brown· and there will be a -
special solo .performance by .drummer Joe 'La· 
Barbera. (60 Min) · 
10:30 News Scenea wrap up of the day's news. 
Gettinll:_By On The Crmnbs 
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By Andy Friedman 
Ordering a phone for a 
private room on campus next 
year is going to be a little bit 
easier . thanks to an Ithaca 
..COilege senior, and Ithaca Bell 
TeJephone office manager Tho-
mas Kanaley. 
When Elliot KJein, TV-R, 
'77, calJed Ithaca Beli this August 
,;.. and requested a phone, he was 
told that to _facilitate on-campus 
instalJations, he and anyone else 
w~o wished a phone wouJd have 
to wait, and order it on.registra- . 
tion day, through a Bell repre-
sentative stationed in Ben Light 
Gyni. 
./ ' 
, Klein didn't think that policy for installing the first phone is 
was fair, and complained to the $32.50, and'in Denver, Colorado, 
Public Service Commission, the three years ago it was $28.00, 
government agency ~hich regu- and it has gone up since then. 
lates utilities. They agreed with · As for color or long cord 
him,. saying, "The ~taff found this charges, yes, they are $9.~8 on 
procedure unacceptable in that your first bill. But you are never 
we did not feel that any student charged for them again in New 
can be denied telephone service York State. And, Kanaley 
prior to the ~~-_c;ampus progr.am pointed out, if there is any ever 
date." · problem with the long cord, the 
In ·a letter to. KJein, the customer can have it serviced or 
Commission stated, · "The com- fixed at no charge. Ever. 
pan! has b~en direc~d to change Kanaley finished .b_y trying 
therr practices, and m the future, to.dispel some of the ·unpleasant 
students applyin,g- for service _ visions people have of the 
prior to registration day will be Telephone Company. "People do 
able to contact the business office see us as an unapproachable 
directly and be provided with monopoly," he said, "but we're 
service o~ the first available here to resolve any problems. I 
connection date." · don't get paid to have dissatisfied 
Manager Kanaley amended customers. If anyone ever feels 
that d~ective slightly, saying the servcie they're getting is not 
that tne pho,ne can not be good, call this office (272-9951) .• 
ordered more ~ban 30 days in , If yqu don't feel the problem has 
advance -of the desired i~~la- · be-en -resolved, ask to speak to a 
tion date. "Too much_ can ·supervisor. Our business is 
happen," he said, especialJy to service." 
college students, who may either He also pointed out · that 
be switched to another room by there have ·been few complaints 
the college, or just decide not to "once the phones are actually 
come back. installed ... we. have fewer prci-
Kanaley · recomipended cal- blems with college students than 
ling in the order within the first we do with regular customers." 
15 days of August, "and then it What of scattered . com-
can be installed almost literally plaints that 'they tell you to be in 
when yorr want it." · a room at a certain time so they'll 
For those who · complain come-hook up the phone and then 
about the high cost of installing a they're never there?' Kanaley 
phone, Kanaley pointed out explained that before students 
comparable figures: in the New return tQ Ithaca for school, his 
England ~ea, he said, the cost office handles about 50 orders 
®!!~,·.. ' . . -· . ,, .. ' •·\ . ..-~,·:(,!,,~;;..,~ 
East Ithaca Preschool Needs: A volunteer with 
some knowledge M Italian to work with a small 
chold who speak:i'tinlythat language. Times could 
be Monday, Wednesday, or.Friday from 9,to 11:45 
am. Having· one's· own transportation would be 
necessary, since the school is outside the-bus routs 
am. Having ·one's own transportation would be 
necessary , since the ~chool is outside the bus 
rou~. ' 
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per day. After the students get 
back (both Ithaca and Cornell) 
his office handles approximately 
300 orders,per day. While 10 
installers are handling the 50 
orders per day, there are only 20 
men to handle the 300 orders per . 
day. Understandably, he said, 
things can slow down. · 
Next year the goal is to 
install all the phones on the i.e. 
campus within five days, but 
Kanaley declined to say how he 
intended to accomplish this. 
While 1700 rooms on campus are 
wired for phones, this year only 
450 rodms actually have phones 
in them, a number that has not 
increase_d or decreased since last 
year. 
Other complaints allege that 
Bell representatives use high 
pressure sales techniques, / pu-
shing color and touch tone 
phones. "Why shouldn't we?" 
kanaley asked. "We're trying to 
offer the most attractive service 
possible. We can seel you a 
'POTS' (telephone company jar-
gon for 'plain old telephone 
service'), but we try to sell you 
the cadillac model." 
w $)Jaif ,'iffift', 'f 'lst1'~1()' .~a.ni s-.rt'· 
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continued from page S 
Those groups eligible for mem -
· bership include parents, faculty, 
alumni, various groups from 
Cornell, and the Friends of 
IThaca College which is a group 
of local people who make sub:,tan 
- tial contributions to the College 
each year .. 
Regardless of whether they 
are members of not, the Club is 
always open to any parent of an 
Ithaca. College students when 
they are visiting the area, and 
students are always welcome to 
join their parents in the Club at 
these times. Bennett also said 
that efforts will be made to 
accomodate any student organi -
zations for dinner parties in the 
Club on most weeknights, and 
that there are possihilites {9r 
group rates on a set dinne-r plan. 
To ease student worries 
with regard to tipping, the Club 
has a policy of automatically 
including the gratuity to the bill, 
so that it is unnecessary to leave 
money on the table. 
I •· .,~ • • • 
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that they are dealing with and 
can then try to serve the needs of 
the people best. Rock Albums 
tend to contribute to the greatest 
sales, while the most popular 
selling albums are the artists Boz 
Scaggs, Hall and Oates, Aztec -
Two-Step, and' Fleetwood Mac. 
"We do sell a greater percentage 
of jazz and soul albums than 
other record stores.", commen -
' ted Melnick. 
Employee Larry Gagliardi 
has an approach to selling 
records that gives him the honor 
of selling the most records of any 
employee of the store. !'I try to 
talk to people about new releases 
and give them more personal 
attention such as playing records 
for them. Most people that come 
in hear us playing music that 
they haven't heard before and 
want to know about it. I think 
this store is much more on a 
personal level with our custom -
ers than others." he said. 
~ Bring a Touch 
oftheTropics 
to Your Room 
FLOWERING and FOLIAGE PLANTS 
"SUNFLOWER" POITfRY 
HANGING BASKETS 
TERRARIUMS 
, SEASHEUS 
Sp I I H Mon.-Fri. 10:00-9:00 
ec 8 ours: Sat. 10:00-5:30 
THE 154 The (:om mom; 273-7231 
PLA~TATION 
Have a blast 
at Oktoberfest '76! 
;A, 
¥,'~ 
:1/ 
·"tj 1
·· ~, the 91'9~1 German 
excun1on·you can 
take in SyracuseFJ 
10 days of fabulous fun, food & 
drink 
Oct. 8, t2, 13, 14 & 15: 
4 p.m. to midnight 
• Oct. 9, 10, 11,.16 & ,17: 
.,,,,,;;~,,, i't, ·, noon to midnight 
' , ~~ ',, . i ~~ "-;,N j 
... Ill. ···--------, 
... 1-,·S~ Special! 1/1 price admission! I 
· 1 Thii coupon-entitles you t.o ½ off the re~lar admission ~rice I 
to Oktobei:fest '76. Rel?Ular _admission 1s $2.00, you pay only 
. : I . .;!i~~-! ?_£Fer good ~aay, Oct. 8 (Open~g Day), 12, 13 & 14 I' 
. I: · ~~,totit~ t16 I 
_ ... -1... . , . - - . October ·a-11 · .· . I· 
··· 1.: .. statct·FilirgNNJkls,Syracuse· 11 
........................... 
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Cornell Arts: 
The Herbert F. Johnson lit recent purchases, he said ·tions in Afro-American Art" 
-Museum of Art at Cornell the museum has· focused prirnar-' (1974), constructions · by - Alan 
University has received a match- ily upon abstract art ,movements. Sonfist (1975),' sculpture by Gary . 
ing grant of $20,000 from the Works by Frieda} Dzub'as, Dan Wojcik (1974), and '!Photo/Syn. 
National Endowment for the Christensen, Mai:kdi Suvero and· thesis" (1976). · 
. Arts (NEAi, for the purchase of John Chamberlain are among the . 
contemporary· American art. important additions to the., ab-
Museum Director Thomas stract holdings of the museum: 
W. Leavitt said the total of Since the museum open~d in 
$40,000 is to be used to strength- 1973, more than· 390,000 people 
en the modern art colle_ction with have seen its exhibitions and 
the purchase of several realist collections. It is-the only major 
and pop paintings and sculpture. art museum within a radius of 40 
"The NEA grant," said miles, and although it is a vital 
Leavitt, "is an enormous stim- part of the cultural life of Cornell 
ulus toward the achievement of a University, visitors also include 
better balance in our contempor- many thousa~ds of area resi-
ary art collection. We would like, dents and tourists ... 
There .r'w~.- ~ggering into my' apartment 
~leary-eyed last Friday at 8:30 (that's a,IJt. folks) 
when suddenly _J spied a thumbtack ~bbed -
through my .bedroom door (quick mental note: $20 
off my security deposit). It·helil a riote:· "Dear 
Bru~~· (he·always call me that, the sentimental old 
fool..._) "Here's tho ~p" (oh, oh, the dog pooped on 
the'rug again!}"For my Crossroads gig;i;he Ithacan 
wants an article .. Would you write it? Keep it 
pretty much o~ the wall .... (no· p~blem-at 8:30 in 
the morning, it's·damri near ime_(!.ssible to stay on 
the wall). "Where are you? Bye, Bob." 
As far ~ where I am goes, methinks I wru ·· -
leave that question unansyiered until ~y in-depth 
interview with Playboy. As for "Bye Bob/' forget 
it, you can't buy Bob,'the white slave trade won't -- -
have him. Ho""'.ever, you can havi:f him for free in 
the Crossro~~- on Sunday,-October lOtJi, at 9 pm, 
wh~re Bo~ will be perforn$g" his world famous to acquire works by such artists - Recent exnibitions of con-
as Malcolm Morley, Alice Neel temporary art organized by the 
and Andy Warhol." museum have included "Direc-
· song and dance act. He sings, you·dance, or~sit, or 
Iay:~ound on/those infernal Crossroads matt~!- ·--
ses,_ ·· _ __ 
Cornell Theatre: 
Bob's solo act (the--~usical one} -generally 
consists of a po_tpourri of pre-pubescent patter, 
preternatural· postulations ,and · pimple-packed 
-pumpernickle. In- other words he -- sings songs, 
As America's Bicentennial Likely to be one of the plays chronicle of a small New England -- many oii~als, accompanying ~imself on -guitar, 
year draws toward its close-a of the American theatre cherish- community-Grover's Comers, piano, and armpit hair. · -' ,,· · :··-'· · 
year in which so much attention ed· longer than any other written New Hampshire. The action · · · · · ' _, r '-_,__;..i · · 
d · th fi t h f . Personally,, what 'I look. J,orw,:.,ui.µ,. w._1ip Bob's· has been directed·· toward urmg e rs t ree-quarters O centers around the Gibbs and - - -
· - h 20 h Ce t Wild • perfo~ances, is listening fof'the' ... notes~ •. 
questioningwherewehavecome t e __ t. n ury, ers p_Iay - Webb families.the -town doctor Seyeral'timfspe' ·rsbow,Bob~'bec:c'iuntedon ._-_ 
from and what we · are-there __ remams alandmark of theatncal and the local editor, and the - · f to produce a n~ guaiane_ed ti>' curl your toenails : . 
·seems no more approp'riate play c~a tmanship _and !1 lovin~. pie- romance between the former's and _dry-clean·your jeans. This alone is worth'the 
. to open· the Cornell University tu~ .0 f A~er:can l~e-unfailm~ly son and the latter's daughter. It _, ._ . ;,eJf~;ohrudgiiig ~own: to ,the,-.Crossroads -~upday . 
theatre Winter Season than fresh and m~igoratin~. In spite - is the narrator,:_. the · Stage -· ··rug)t/'A'spleildid'time is·guaranteed for lliL .. well, 
Thorto~. Wilder's Owr. Town. No.. of ~II t~~t, _tlie play can:ie close .to Manager, who-· offers ,Wilder's· : . for-Bob, anyway, but I expect ilie-~st :0t ~s can 
more eloquent expression of the being stillborn and arrived at 1ts · p~ilo.sophy that small town folk . ~ , st&.1,d '_ hiin -. for·· _.,.~ne_·.: night_._' • Complimentary 
· life of the American -people can presentation in New York in_1938 are the backbone of America. · - · · · -
be found in the theatre. only. through !he ~e~er-say-die . Bring your ~agination -with you·. . '. .. --h~-~~--~~--~.-:.~-:·~and':41: ~~t. witb. ·each two 
The· first in the four-play persistence 0~ 1ts onginal produ- when you see this blend of ()&tic -
Thea~ Serieiito ~-presented in cer Jed !}arr1s. - fanticy and~impleYankee-pract. -· , · ···.----------------------... 
the -: Willard' ·Slaight Theatre, Pnor to its opening in New·.icality ... ·- _ ,, - .. _ · :· : _ 
~ Town opens 'Thursday, York, Harris had se__pt the p,lay ~ . _.Pir-ecting , QUf . Town , is 
. October ·14, with addii'ional· per- Bo5lon for a· tJ)ree:week sh"ake:,: MaryiJi Carlson/'Costujnes fuid .. 
forinances October 15-17 and· down .. I!-5 novelty: offended· Bos- scenic_design are,~th by Robert 
21~23 •. AU -performances have an ton critics and playgoers· simply Joyner; .Thomas· Clark · has , 
_8:16 furtain .. - . . s~y~ aw~y. Ordinarily a-situa- designed lighting. Phil\Karnell, 
· ··Tickets/go on public ;sale · tio": li~e .that means -.the' _play seen·. I~ su~mer, -with: the· 
. ThUFsday, (J_ctober 7, follow~ng a _ duri~~ its :pre-Broadway;tryouts · ITh~ Repertory ·'l'.beatre~ ' 
• l~~;.9ay_ exchange for subscrib- .. and '!; ~~.v~r. heard froµi again. appears ·-as -the Stage Manager. 
'ei:s;__:i-iR:·.th~ tfijfatre Box Office, · But Harris would not take no for Qthef: , roles are p~yed · by 
'lower IToor-- of Willard. Straight .i~_answe~. He closed_th~ Boston undergr~duate students.at .Cor.-. 
Hall, open.· 3-6:00, Monday-Fri- per_forrriances 'an~. took the. play nell. -
day .Se<Json Tickets for the . to Ne_w York where it was an 
-Theatre-. Series may-· still be ovrr~he!ming. hit, bringing 
purchased as well as single Wilder h1~ second Pulitzer Prize. 
. .. . . 
" -'\·' .. ( '~SROM>SPERFO~ 
l., • • I ' •"I : • • •: • ~ •'' • • • (.:, 
0ct·"t and~ - !F-12 ptn. ~Motii:aJid-Seu", ... '· -
Thurs, Oet. -7 - Douglniuts and Cider : 
• · • = - ·: Admission-SO cents. 
I • 
Frt·Oct 8 ~ Beer and wine, -.,~tzels 
;;"Adinissu>n50c:ents·-·' .. , , .... ~::, .. -.7, 
Tickets. avdabJe · in.- the: OUke . of Campus 
Activities or' at the'door. , _ · ·_ 
Oct. 10 -
·, Bo~ Krout· 9-12. pm. 
Admission Free· . - · 
- -· 
· ... 
admissions for Our ·Town. Our-· Town i!i a simple 
. ~~tWATE[q:~ .· MusiCBoJr 
~ ~ .- . "'0 . 
0 702 Willow Avenue ~,i\ 
277--0800~ 
lt~aca's FineSt N_igfitc~ub 
.open every day_ 3-.pm-- l am· 
:,.. ~ 
ti· 
-~. 
.J 
0 
'' ,, 
' ,; . 
,-
·.' ·~ .. ' '" ~' ---~ ... -.. ' ' . ·_:· 
. mi,,.\~ ;i;jl"""'!li Y•' 
. _By~~- . ·-
New Orlean~ ,,;~ 'a tough place· in th..e 1930's. 
·In fact, it was so tough to mak~ a fast 'hue\ 
anywhereduringthe depression. fyo guys give it a 
·try, though-a· h·ard-boiled, hard fisted boxer; (. 
Charles Bronson( and his shady ''promoter" (James 
Coburn). Together they try to· ·survive, th!)se very 
·Hard Times. The film's atmosphere isfgritty one, 
as written by directorW,.al~~r Hill (who ~pted the 
Steve McQueen film The Ge~way ]. It also reteams 
Bronson on the -scree~ with .his wife, actress Jill 
Ireiand; they've worked together in The M~banic, 
Breakout.and the soon-to-be ~l~ase~ From Noon 
Till Three, also. . , . . , 
-- In a ·mythical place, in a mythical time, the 
heroic.Captain Wal.Ker (Robert Pow~ll) meets and 
weds the lovely Nora (Aim~~argaret). He is called 
upon to fight ina war, and :while.has.away, Nora 
gives .birth _to a )on,.: .. T~UUDY. Entetr abo'!lt a dozen 
more-incredible ehar~ctors, and you have what has 
to be the most.psych~di:lic ~ovie of the seventies. 
Tommy is the rock opera ~tten by Pete 
Townshend of The Who, revol_ving around the boy 
who is struck blind, deaf, and dumb when he sees 
his father killed by his mother's lover, (the brutish 
Oliver Reed). _ . 
: When Tommy grows up, lie'looks remarkably 
like ru,~r'baltrey of The Who .•. in fa_ct, that's just 
who ijt-is; As-b~ goes through life, he encounters all 
sorts ,qfjii(iis~i~frolds: the saffestfo" ~ncle ~~ie ( 
Keith'Moori,:..anothei' "Who",.member), tlte bizarre 
Acid Qtieen (Tina Turner, who seems lik~ she's 
been . plugged into something), a charming doctor 
(Jack Nicholson), and-how ~_uld anyon~ foi:ger;? -
Tlfe .. Pinball Wwu-d (played by-Captliliff!U}tastic 
hiiilself-Elton John). . . . . , .". _,. 
J As jf the subject mi}tter:of Tommy w'~uld·not 
be unusual enough on its .own,. it was ~ by 
Ken au·ssel. He is'known-for his far-out, veey weird 
interpretatirms · of· stories· - (Russel" also filmed 
. '.women in. Love and collaborated~-with Roger 
. -. . :- , Daltrey:.on IJau,m-);···Some'of the scenes that 
- _ Russel has.inserted are real_mindblowers; ~e 
·-. ·_:_·., · .. ; .:- :>.·Arur-Margret(-.~-'$~~-:·m a.·_yucky-loo~g 
. · -'. · -: mixture.of~ beans, cliocolate sause and·.~p 
. - .- : · ·.·,suds that:pours forth.fl'Qm_:a broken TV tu~·-!1 , 
-·,-, 
, that. isn't enougb-for you, .th~re's. ~he port10~ m . 
· which- .Tommy regains sight, hearing and s~h 
•,: 
;: . .- after falling throµgh.a mirror. TheJilm's: special 
• · c effects-: ·are 'undeniably. ;.theo.;.best-. ,and ,most 
, ·. : -innovative Tu quite a· fewlyears. · '· :- ' ' . 
. · Bear in· mind·. that-~-T-ommy- -is · a _rock 
··opera •. .'everything is .. sung (yes,· even ·Jack 
Nickolson sings his part). But, even if opera _isn't 
your -bag, check out this one: Tommy is an· 
experience you shouldn't miss. 
This W~kend's Gqide: . . - . : - . _ 
Hp.rd ~es, Thlll'Sdhy, at 9:30 ·pm, F-ri~_!lY at. 7 and 
9:30: 75· cents-: ·· . . · 
Tomniy.,.,Saturday and Sunday at 7 and· 9:30 pm, 
ime dollar. 
Next Weekends .Coming Ata:actions:- . 
Thurs. and Fri: Marjoe, the story of the child 
ev!1ngelist-turJ!ed-actor ~and ~hy he acts in schlock 
like Food of th~ Gods, I U o_ever know). 
sat: and Sun: Where Bogart left off, George __ Segal 
picks up-~ S~ Spade, ·junior, in The Black Bird· 
·· ;,)or ·"son:of .t~e Maltese Falcon"). · _ 
_, 
., '. iJ.:.. .,, ......... { .. ';, .. ' 
·, ', ~ I, ' 
Sax~phone Leads I.· C. Concert JBand 
Saxaphonist Steven Mauk brecht, the Concert Band will 
will be featured as soloist with play Euryanthe Overture by von 
Edwm-d J. Gobrecht Jr. and the , Weber, Town Piper Music by 
Ithaca College Concert Band ~- a ! Richard Mohaupt, \Hanedans by 
fall concert at 8:15 pm Wednes- Carl ·Nielsen and Theme and 
day , Oct. ·13: . The event, at -Fantasia by Armand Russell. 
Walter Ford Haµ, is free to t_he The Fantasy .is dedicate'd · to the 
public. Ithaca High School Band by the 
descriptive movements: March, 
Melody, Rag and an authentical-
ly-styled American circus Gallop: 
Gobrecht is one of the senior 
members of the music faculty, 
having come to Ithaca in 1962 as 
instructor in bassoon and super-
visor of instrumental teachers. 
Previously he taught and played 
professionally in the Philadelphia 
area. He conducted the College's 
Repertory and Symphonic Bands 
before being appointed director 
of the Concert Band in 1971, 
succeeding the late Walter 
Beeler. 
Mauk-will perform Conc~r·. composer.. Gobrecht and the 
tino Sax Solo by Jerry Bilik. · In band will perform Alfred Reed's 
his s,cond year as a member -of First Suite, which was commis-
the Music School faculty, Mauk sioned by the Edmonton, Alber-
has just been awarded his ta, Public School Symphonic 
doctorate in -performance from Band .and pr~miered for . the 
the - University of Michigan, Ca~a~1an . Music Educ~to~s As-
where he studied with Larry . S()('Jatlon m,1975. It 1s m four 
Teal and Donald Sinta. He _was 
sol(?ist last summer at the Fifth_ Phi Mu Alpha· ! Fall Re·c1·ta1 Biennial. World Saxophone Con- • 
gress, which was held at . the 
Royal College of Music, London. 
He· was one·- of ten American 
invited to perform as soloists or 
in ensemble at the congress of 
400 saxophonists, which" included 
such notables as Marcel Mule, 
Jean-Marie· l.ondeix, Jam-es 
Houlik and Paul Brody. 
Mauk's London performance 
cons~d of the . premiere of 
·- ·Poem for Sopfano · Saxopll~ne 
and Piano by Ithaca College 
music professor Malcolm Lewis 
and. the Fantasy for Soprano 
Sxophone by John Hilliard, a 
· composition student last year of 
Karl Husa. Ithacans will have an 
. opportunity to ·he~ Lewis' Poe:m 
performed by Mauk in Novem-
. her. · · , . 
' . Under the direction_ of its 
regular conductor. . Prof G!)· 
- .. - ... ' '· .. 
-THE FRAME. 9IIOP 
-tU w. ,..,,.., s.... -mme., -
Two concerts by Ithaca duo will play two duets by Karel 
College music students will take Husa. Vocal s~lections feature a 
place in Walter Ford Hall this trio with recorder accompani-
week (Oct. 11). Both are free to ment and the Phi Mu· Alpha 
the public. Men's Chorus. 
~ Phi Mu Alpha has scheduled · The fraternity chapter is 
a fall recital at 8:15 pm Tuesday dedicating their concert to the 
Oct. 12. The members of the personnel at Hickey's Music · 
professional music fraternity will Store. · 
perform a varied. program of The -regular Friday after-
instrumental and vocal works. noon student recital on Oct. 15 
Ensembles will play.. excerpts will start at 12:30 pm in the ~ 
from Trio ior two ,oboes and Nabenhauer Room. The per-
English horn by Be~thoven and formers are Ted ~aad, Melisse · 
from Brass Quintet by Ewald. A Mospaw· and Bernice Schwartz, 
group of tromb,onists will per-· ho:n; Alexandra Lloy~, sopr_ano; 
· form Canzona for four trombones, Ehzabeth Hurd, clarmet; Paul 
by Marini, Quadrabones by Rath, piano; Greg Taylor, mar-
Hyman and Quarter by Pfle~r. imba. Thei~ program·co~sists·of 
A tfUmpet trio will presen~ short selections by classical and 
Sonatina by Donato and a piano contemporary composers . 
best drinks anywhere 
• ~- - • f • • • • 
9uailtv c.i1Stom)mmihg '·., dinners by 
res.e. rv.ation, · · · · .. -.-
·,: _,. -~ choice _.-; . 
of frames . 
;, '·· 
-
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Martial Arts To Be 
JiDeirfonned. At C~rnell.-
"The Martial Arts of Ka-
buki" will be presented by the 
National Theater Institute of 
Japan at 8:15 pm Monday, Oct. 
18, at Bailey Hall on the Corne11 
University Campus. 
The stage battles or tach-
imawari of the kabuki theater 
are based on the movements and 
techniques used in such martial 
arts as judo, kendo (the way of 
the sword) and sumo (wrestling). 
But tachimawari are more than 
displays of .. physical process and 
weapons-handling--they also are 
carefully compose~ sequences of 
stylized, dance-like patterns, in-
terwoven with music, formal 
t._ibleaux, aerial somersaults and 
flips. 
"The fight scenes of kabuki, 
with their colorful costume's, 
beautiful movements, stirr"'ii-tg 
sound effects, and acrobatic 
feats, are the lifeblood of this 
dynamic classical theater. Their 
existence _is a strong contribu-
ting factor to its longevity," 
writes Samuel Leiter of Brooklyn 
College's Department of Thea: 
tre, an authority on tachimawari. 
Tachimawari sequences are 
composed by special , choreo.-
graphers or tateshi. The visiting 
troupe is under the du:ection of 
Japan's foremost tateshi, Bando 
Yaenosuke. The tateshi, in 
constructing a fight scene, sel-
ects appropriate movements 
from some 80 traditional pat-
terns associated with the stage 
use of such weapons as the 
sword, the long· pole and the 
halberd, and he Jinks them 
together with dance-like move-
ments and acrobatics. According 
to Leiter, a well-constructed 
tachimawari'"must flow as beau-
tifully as a well-composed sen-
tence." 
But traditional weapons are 
not the on]y ones · used in 
tachimawari. In many fight 
scenes, particularly those featur-
ing female c~aracters, umbrel-
las, branches, 011!:S and even 
laundry are used to foil the 
villain. Although a large number 
of the· tacbimawari employ fe-
Continued on Page 15 
NFS Fellowships Available 
The National Research Coun 
- cil has again be.en called upon to 
advise the National Science 
Foundation in the selection of 
candidates for the Foundation's 
program of Graduate Fellow-
ships. Panels of eminent scien-
tists appointed by the National 
Research Council will· evaluate 
qualifications of applicants. Final 
selection will be made by the 
Foundation with awards to be 
announced on March 15, 1977. 
Initial NFSGrad\late Fellow 
- ship awards are -intended for 
students at or near the beginning 
TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
UNITED Feature Syndicate 
ACROSS textbook 
47 Not at all 
1 Lizards 49 Permit 
5 Conspiracy · 50 Storm 
9 Long moving 
narratives eastward 
14 Be un sue- 5 2 Absorb 
cessful . mentally 
15 Nevada city 54 Written test 
1 16 Expiate 56 Most 17 Oanadlan inquisitive 
corp.: 2 59 Blow ol the 
words hand 
19 The 62 Lived Queen's 64 False 
-----: N. knowledge 
Amer. horse 65 Hour-
race related 
20 The Ram 6 7 Sprint: 2 
21 Mischievous words 
child 7001d 
23----Arkin: womanish 
"Catch-22" 71 New 
star Zealand 
24 Amer. poet, tree 
to friends: 2 7 2 Get.---: 
words Sunbathe 
27 Promptly· 73 Ships' 
29 5th century wheels 
church 7 4 Source 
leader: 3 7 5 Kept back 
words 
puzzle answers 
on-
page 15 
time: Prefix 38 Giants great 
6 Went first ----- Dark 
7 Former_ly 41 Fruit tree: 2 
8 Implements words 
9 Plant fluid 43 Utah's state 
10 Ocean flower 
11 End 46 Mae West 
12 Kind of tapir · play , 
13 Noted 48 Put in a new 
18 Building place 
frame part 51 Uncooked 
22 In order to 53 Contemptuous 
have form-of 
25 Move address 
quickly 55 N~utical 
26 Navigational sticks 
31 Doa TV 
show over 
35 Toand---
37 Newly 
hatched· 
insect 
57 Wtiere 'Dago 
· DOWN system and L.A. are 
1 Musical key 28 Abov~: 58 General 
39 Amendment 
toa 
document 
40 Glorify 
42 Vessels 
44Carves 
45 School 
2 L · r Poetic tendency 
-~!~:.eNon- 30 Covered 59 Iran monarcJ! 
interference with.vines 60 Unfrequented 
· . 32 Make 61 Seed doctrine impure appendage 
3 Trepid 33 .. ____ Smith's 63 Slipper. for mes: 2 81 .. one words ues 66 Man's 
4 M t 34 At first . · nickname 05 35 Imperfection 68 Mine product cunning M . 
5 An earlier 36 Reckoned 69 easurtng 
value stick 
of their graduate study. In 
general, therefore, those eligible 
to applu will be college seniors of 
first-year graduate students this 
Fall. Subject to the availability 
of funds, new fellowships a.ward -
ed in the Spring of 1977 will be 
for periods of three years, the · 
"second and third years contin° 
gent on certification to the. 
Foundation by the fellowship 
institution of the student's satis-
..Jactory progress toward an ad-
vanced degree in science. . 
These fellowships will be 
awarded for study or work 
leading to the master's or 
doctoral degrees in the mathe-
matical, physical, medical, biolo-
gical, engineering, and s9cial 
sciences, and in the history and 
philosophy of science. Awards 
will ·not be made in clinical, 
,education, or buisness fields, in 
history or social work, for work 
leading to medical, dental, law, 
or public health de~ees, or for 
study in joint science-profession-
al degree programs. Applicants 
must be citizens of the United 
ST~tes, and will be judged soley 
on the basis of ability. '.J'he 
annual stipend for Graduate 
Fellows will ·-be $3,900 for a 
twelve-month tenure with no 
dependency allowances-. 
Applicants will be· required 
to take the · Graduate Record 
Examinations designed. to test 
aptitude and scientific achieve-
ment. The examinations, admin-
istered by the Educational ~est-. 
ing Service, will be given on 
December 11, 1976 at designated 
centers throughout the United 
.States and in certain foreign 
countries. 
The -deadline date for the 
submission of applications for 
NFS ·.Graduate Fellowships is 
December 1, 1976. Furtber.~for-
mation jUld application materials 
may be obtain~d from. . the 
Fellowship· Office;-National ·Re-
search Council, ;2101 Const_itution 
Avenue, Washington·,DG 20418 . . 
408 e·;· _ 
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COMMUNITY SERVICE PROGRAM 
'l'he Community Service Program offers 
individuals or groups of students a chance to get off 
campus and into the community. Opportunities are 
always open; to be a friend to a small child, . 
teenager, or senior citizen; to help with a crafts ~r 
recreation program; to put on a program or special 
event at. an institution. If you have a special 
· interest or skill; the chances are that some 
community agency could use it, and helping others 
: is a great way to feel good about yourself •.. 
For information, contact Gail MacColl, Com-
munity Service Coordinator, at CITS, x. 3311. 
Office hours are.Tuesday and Thursday 9-10;30 and 
Wednesday, 1-3. At other times, leave your, name 
and phone number and you will be called back. 
Investment Club 
The Ithaca Investment Club will be sponsoring 
~ series ·or lecture seminars on the stock market 
this semester. The firft seminar in this series will 
be held on Tuesday, October 12, at 8:00 pm in S 
111. . . 
. The subject will be "The Use of Various 
Financial Publications in Determining Common 
Stock Value." Among the areas covered_in- this 
discussion will be: the use of externally gene.rated 
financial data (i:e. Value Line, Moody's, etc.), the 
application of Annual Reports and some discussion 
on stock market:terminology. -
Steve Horsmann, a senior finance major with 
practical experience on the Boston Stock Ex-
change, will conduct the discussion. All are invited 
to attend. · · ,.. 
The club· itself held its third meeting last··-
Tuesday night. After hearing 3 investment"· 
proposals the member§ decided to act on two of 
them. As a result, interests in Cluett-Peabody Inc, 
a sportswear manufacturer and Faberge Cosmetics 
have been added to the club's portfolio._,, _, -_ _... 
The next meeting wHI be held Tuesd-ay Oct. 19, 
at 8:00 pm in S 111. All interested, 'parties are· 
welcome. 
Physician, dentist, optometrist, podiatrist, 
osteopathist, veterinarian. Students interested in 
these or other health and medical professions are 
invited to an open, informational meeting on 
Thursday, October 14, at 7:30 pm in Room 202 of 
the Science Building. Members of the Pre-Medical 
Sciences Advisory Committee; Professors Be~g-
mark and Koch, Department of Chemistry; 
Professors Schmieder and_ Brammer; Departm~nt 
of Biology; Professpr George Hearn, PhysicaJ 
Therapy; Dr. Hainmond, Director of Health _., 
Center; Miss Joy Evans, Director, Service for 
Career Plans; Mrs. Jane D. ·crawford, Assistant 
/ Dean, School of Humanitiesu and Sciences . will 
present information on . medicaJ careers and 
alt'ernatives and answer questions from the . 
audience. 
On Thursday; oct. 14, at 3:30 _PM, Profe~sor Beau 
qrosscup.of the Politics Dept. will speak on "U.S. 
Policy Toward Africa," in the Union De Mot~ 
Room: This' event is the first of a ser5ies of "coffee 
colloquia," in which faculty will share their currem, _ 
research _witb:interested colleagues and stmJen~ . 
Applications are now a~ailable !1~ lick-If an'.d-
the Office of Financial Mds for.-the ltbaea:College 
Student Coo~rath'e · Ice Cream ~tore·s· second 
scholarship.· Requirements are a .. ~.O;oi:.:_high~ 
cumulative- avei:a,se; two . oem~~ ~or>~o~. 
coniple_~ec:l"at It~ College; a· ~ull ~~ stude~t ~t 
-Ithaca 'C91lege and linaricial.nee<!_._ :, . -,,<,. _ 
The· deadline for applying is. ~day, O~b~r. 
29,.1976 •. App~cations for this. $SOO a~ar4·should 
be returned to Lick-It, in the Basement of the West 
Tow~r, any. evening between 8 and· ~dnight • 
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· li'rlday, 10/8 
Breakfast 
PANCAKE EXCURSION 
Lunch 
·· Fishwich _ 
Scallop~d AppJes and Saus-
age 
:Phili Deli 
Fruit Plate with Cottage 
-cheese·. . .. 
Dinner ,- . 
· Grilled Chopped Steak 
·'Baked Fish 
Pizza 
Saturday,10/9 
Lunch 
Hot Meat Loaf Sandwich 
Tuna a Ia King 
Cheese Omelet 
Dinner 
Steak 
London Broil 
Cod Almondine 
Sunday, 10/10 
Brunch 
Juices and Fruits 
Toasts 
French Toast ' 
Dinner · 
. Swiss Steak -. . 
Spaghetti and Meat Sauce 
Turkey Croquettes 
Monday, 10/11 
Wedneeday,_10/13 
Lunch 
· Chili and Grilled- · Cheese 
Sandwich _ 
Hot Roast Beef Sandwich 
Meat Roll-up Salad Plate 
Dinner .. 
BBQ•Chicken Quarters 
Sauerbraten · . 
Knockwurst . .. · 
Lunch · · 
· Cheeseburger •· or.· Ham ·--ntureday, 10/14 
burger 
Pork Chow Mein Lunch 
Fruit Plate with Cottage Sloppy ·Joe 
Cheese , Ground Beef and Green 
_ Cold Cut Hoagie Bean Casserole . 
.· -IC~ CREAM EXCURSION _ ' Banana -split _Fruit Cold 
Plate 
Dinner Tuna Hoagie 
·. The'Ithacan, OCtob_er-7', 1"76, page 11 
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_ continued from page 6 
union cafeteria on Tuesday Oct. look for these forms in the union 
19 and tickets will be· $~ at the as your responses will be shaping 
door. · future events. 
. Presently, SAB is distribu- U anyone is interested in 
ting evafuation forms to find out _ joining SAB, just call the Cam-
. student's opinions of p~t and pus Activities Office and ask to 
present activities on campus. talk to Jim Ohm or Jackie 
Jim encourages ~ .student~ to . McGinnis. 
'clip_ joint' 
OOA~~~ww~~co r.r®C!4 ~ lf~ 
~W©~~~ 
' . Roast Turkey 
Grilled -· Liver 
Onions _ 
and Fried Dinner Clinton house for app'i Baked Ham 
Lasagna 
Tuesday, 10/12 
Lunch 
Tuna Melt 
Beef Over Noodles 
Egg Salad Stuffed Tomato 
Cold Plate 
. Open Fared Pastrami 
Dinner 
Veal Parmesan 
Turkey Ding 
Ham and Swiss Crepes 
BraisedBeefandVegatables. 116 fta C8YU98 273•2221. 
Sausage and Meatball Subs ~----------~--;...;;;;;;;;~, 
we have to make. wqy for our cross-co,untry skiis-
EVERYTHJNG must go! 
FALL - CLEARANCE SALE! 
·House. Plants~ 
In . 
October 7, 8, 9 ONLY 
*up to 30% off bicycles *20% off camping goods 
* 20% off JJicycle tourfng equipment : Three.Gree ..... ses 
Hard to Find-& Unusual Plants 
-McGuire . Gardens , 
·,35 Elmira Rd. (Rte. 13) 
Complete Garden Store- openeveryday 
ask about our winter storage program. for 'bicvcles 
in Collegetown 
107 Dryden Road (between ~ollege Ave. & ~ddy St.) 273-2341 
a.f/(?'re not .. . _one of those limited- rnenu steak hruses wnere tne · cook thinks -<:oq.u.il/e St Jac.q_ues is a Jdm:,us ca-lrlrdra/ in Europe ... · we're not one of 
-, ( those places tnot fak-e va-saf-ility when all tney really do ls-wrap catmai t:Jtid frozen f1 I I 1~ in pre-vnixcd crepes 8Yid cal I themselves a French 
rest--.1urant ••. we're not ovie of those fancy dinit)9 rooms where tne waiter is a\wcys dressed better +nan >,-OLI Bre, i::ind he .gives you a d,rfy look ,f you pc.k 
up the~o~,gfork ... ot,u- afmospW21e·is ivrrerest1rg~ b1At people folk about the-food a+ TURBACK'S 1 Besides·t},e usual great Steaks, iu.ic.y 
Prime Ribs, gtant lobsters -c1vd creat;ve V~geh!rian dishes - chavigirig recipes -re=ature spec,al pleasure; of earn seasovi C We have four d,ff'ererrl-
v'}'l~us a-yftclr!) ThefollowiY1t3 is ou.r menu~ itiis season- fake a bow, Robert Norman, Chef' Ex-lraordinc11re . . 
TURSACK'G 
. COL.O APP~TIZ~RS · 
Mousse of Chicken Liver in a Whole Apple I. 75 
A Ser-vice of Iced Shrimp (75¢. each)' 
Pigs Knuctles with Horserddish Sauce 2.~0 
Fresh "Gokien Delicious· Apple .Juice 
8nd-Other Interesting Juices .75 
·1-10T APPliTll&RS. 
Artichoke with Hollardaise I. 75 
MEAT DISI.IES 
HambtArger on English tv\t,1ffin 2.50 
,q;n,~ f?oquefurt Cheeseburger 2.95 
rk Shishkabob with fresh S3uer kraut 5.95 
Roast Prime Ribs of Beef 8.95 
Sirloin Steak (60<: per ounce) 
-16 o.:. Miri1m1m,-
Coquille St J8cques 3. 75 -
- Quiche Lorraine · -1. 75 . 
Spinach and Feta Oieese in Greek Pastry I 951Q.mtdV 
-~OUP.S 
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l, c.· Rooters 
Alfred First. Victim 2--1 
By _Reid Walma.rk PM Ithaca ' tangles with St. 
Bonaventure University· in an 
away game. Next Tuesday the 
12th, the Bombers end their brief 
"road trip" hosting a powerful 
36:42 into the first half of 
last Saturday's I.C.-Alfred Uni-
versity clash, Bop,ber co-captain 
Steve Carey registered his third 
goal of 1976. The score held 
through the remainder of the 
match and provided the Blue and 
Gold with their initail triumph of 
the campaign. Tuesday night at 
the University of Scranton, the 
Itbacans suffered 'their fifth 
defeat, falling 4-1. Today at 2:oo 
! LeMoyne College side. 
.·~.:!., 
Saturday's victory over the 
Saxons, 2-1, erased I.C.'s winless 
stint .at four games. From the 
start it was clearly evident that 
the Ithacans were prepared to 
play a steady ninety minutes of 
soccer. Just 6:50 into the 
!'hoto by Frank Sellers 
/ 
contest, junior, forw~ Jim 
Edwards drilled home a head 
shot. It was Al Dukart who set 
up the tally with-!Wme hustling 
play out on his right-wing. H~ 
skip passed the ball to Steve 
Carey, who in return spotted 
Edwards streadking towards the 
goalmouth. Steve immediately 
lofted a pass to the uncovered 
Edwards who masterfully timed 
his j_ump, directing the sphere 
past the startled goalkeeper. 
Photo by frank Sellers 
Bombers· Tie /" 
By Pete Talbot A(fred 3-3 Within ten minutes the I.C.A.C. battle was even at one a 
piece. The Bombers suffered a 
mix-up that culminated whn Last Saturday the Ithaca The defense once again was 
I.C.'s. goaltender Ted Wesson College Football squad all but outstanding shutting ,own· the 
couldn't 'quite come up with the ended any chance of a third inside and a super job by Rick 
handle on the ball. The Alfred consecutive trip to the Stagg Eggleston who closed down his 
equalizer was the only major Bowl by playing to a 3-3 tie with end all d_ay. Mike Mielnicki came 
defensive breakdown of the Alfred. The Saxons came to up with his third interception of 
·contest for the usually inconsis- , South Hill with a record of 1-0-1 the season and also played bis 
tent Ithaca defenders. However, and the Bombers entered the usual fine game. 
this game found the Blue and game at 2-1. They now find But it was Mark Edstrom for 
Gold consistently persistent, -as tbemselyes 2-1-1. the Saxons and Scott Billings- for 
the game's deciding score oc- The offensive unit which had , , Ithaca whose toes provided the 
curred roughly twenty minutes really come alive against Cort- · only scoring. Coach Jim Butter-
later. This mirker was the h,nd was stifled by Alfred's · field stated the reason for the 
result of some diligent work by stunting and penetratin~ de- cont. on p.' 13 · 
the . Bombers left-wing Jamie fense. They did have their 
Bonds. He crossed the ball into chances however, especially a 
the penalty area where his pass fourth and goal from the two 
bounced off the head of Frank yard, line. Scott Thon's pass was 
Cohen. Alertly, Steve Carey behind Dave Pitzer who was 
cont. on p. 13 wide open in the end zone. 
Trivia 
Quiz 
By George Goodman 
As promised, this week, I 
will try to predict the finishes in 
the National Hockey League. In 
the Norris Division -· Montral; 
Pittsburgh and Los Angeles 
battling for second place with LA 
winning. Adams- Division -
Boston; Toronto will beat Buffalo 
for second place. Patrick -
Philadelphia; Islanders will beat 
out The Rangers for second. 
Smythe Division · Chicago; with 
Vancouver nosing out St. Louis 
for second. Next week, the 
National Basketball Association 
will be predicted. 
QUESTION ONE: Last Wed-
nesday, San Francisco's John 
"the· Count" Montefusco pitched 
a no-hitter for the second no-hit-
. ter P.itched at Atlanta. Name the 
pitcher who threw the other no-
hitter in Atlanta. 
GRAND PRIX -- UNITED STATES 
QUESTION TWO: Los Angeles 
Dodger Steve Garvey reached 
the 200-hit plateau 'for the third 
consecutive year. He is the first 
Dodger to have 200 hits in three 
consecutive years and the second 
Dodger to his the magic humber 
three times. Name . the other 
Dodger·to do this. (Happened in 
the 1920's.) 
QUESTION THREE:- There are 
two active major leaguers who 
played on· the American League 
Champion~ flf ew Yori<' Yankees in 
1964. Name the two players. 
' 
WA.TKINS G~EN, NG y Q) oc,_oa,a s-9~10 
TOYOTA PACES Tt'.IE GRA)ND PRIX OF THE U.S. 
THE RACE: Form~la Ono World Ch~mpionship of Drivers - 15th of 16 Grands. 
Prix !l'°ll1d tho world in '76_ ... DRl~ERS: Include Lauda, Hunt, Schoclcler, An-
drott,, _Pderson, Rogazzon,. Dopa,ller, Fittipaldi, WBlsorr ... CARS: Include 
Ferrar,. McLarllll. Ty.rrell', P~sko, ~w. Brabham, Lotus, March ... ACTI- · 
VITIES: lnc:lude Toyota Celebrity Matdl Raco, Vintage Sports Car. races Bosch 
~Id ~. Kodak Camora Day and Photo Contest, U.S, Navy parachute 'exhibi-
tions. ni(lrtly l'novie festivals and other entertainment, garage tours, Goodyear · 
Moloraports Plldcbd:, olc .... CAMPING: In both infield and outfield ... WEEK-
. END SCHEDULE: October 8 . • Qualifying 8:30 to 5; October 9 - Qualifying. 
Prix_ al 2:15 ... TICKETS: General actnission allwedccnd$20onadvancosales' 
(srt!"g _$3); ~day only $12 on advanceules (saving $31;· Advance $818 general 
~'ss!"n t,cto:ets availlbl_e ~ Glllll ticlccl offico 1111d'iit Eastern U.S. and Cana- · 
· d•II! Tu:11:etron ~l!'let,s. Special advance sale ~nay saving "Super Tickets" 
av111llble alpart1c1pat1ngNorthust U.S. Toyatadoa1ers ... F~RTHER INFORMA-
TI~ AND DETAIL~: For genetal adrnis91on .-idall so.ting liclcets, further dA-
ta,11 on r~ce weekand, free subscription to "Glen Racing News " write or c:all· 
Grand Prix, P.O. Bo1t 1. W_aUdns Glen, Now Yori<, 14891 ... (6071 535-4701 o~ 
{607) ~-4500. Telephone t,ckat ordeni ilccoptod on Ba'*:Amoricard llnd Mas-
terdlarll". ( · , C_a!"era Day, Gold Cup, Vintage races, 8:30 to 5; Octabor 10 - Pto-racc festi-
vities start 10:15, Formula One ~armup at noon, Toyota rac:e at 1:05, Grand 
... • • . -r:_"':..·.,,":J r~• ... ":; ,).;-, -<.i;--t1~11~·~rJt,1 
• · • ~ · ~-~ ~:; :.::.;i~~ LJ ;i..j ;·: :·j ::.:L.,! l;~ 1r 
Tickets available now at· · :1~.; ,"1·-, :.:u: '1·~·~) .. ~'L,1 -;., • 
• ... • ... 111 _,,... ~ 1 - 1 ~ u ... 1" 
. · ·. · Mayer_·s·smoke Shop;:State Street·· · · ·· ·· :·:: ·, .. :·: .-:;;,.,;·· .... :;~;- -~,;: 
W~ltard Straight Malt ticket office on Cornell Un{versitypampu~. ~--.. ~ .. ,··a .,. \s::··· 
' 
_ .. ,'\. 
QUESTION FOUR: The Cleve-
landJndi&ns· wound up with an 
8_1-78 rec.ord this year for the 
first year they were over ;500 in 
a long time. Name the last time 
they ~nished over .5()0 and their 
manager:. 
. QUESTION FIVE: , .. Ithaca Coi-
f~}:] (,?Jege was tied iii'.'Saturday's game 
.. =·=--: i .... ·with Alfred. It w.asthe first tim,q 
- for the. Bombers -since 1954. 
: ·. ,Name· the team . that . IC tied in 
1954 and the score .. : · · -
The lthacan,.October 7, 1976, page 13 
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\ FIREPLACE EQUIPMENT 
blasted a shot past tne befuddled 
goalie.' ". . 
The hooters mentor Al Mac-
CORMACK WAS PLEASED 
WITH THE SQUAD'S PER-
FORMANCE IN A VERY· PHY--
SICAL. GAME THAT SAW 
THREE ATHLETES EJECTED 
FROM PLAYr He voiced these 
opinions concerning Ithaca's 
play: . '-'I thought our defensive_ 
allignment played an exceptional 
game. We re'ally didn't allow any 
deep potentially goal . producing 
penetrations.'! The coach men-
tioned the names of Steve Carey 
and Jim . Edwards as stellar 
performer .. , he also termed Itha-
ca's passing as "effective". · 
Scranton was awarded a penalty ANSWER ONE: Phil Niekro of 
kick and converted. Eight the Atlanta Braves no-hit. the 
minutes later, with the Bombers San Diego· Padres on August 5, 
still very much in the contest, 1973.and the ·Braves·won 9---0. 
. Scranton scored on an unjustified · . , 
the irolfli shop 
· the commons · 
..: 272-5101~ 
penalty kick. The referee felt QUESTION . TWO: Hall of 
an Ithaca foul occurred inside.the Farner Zack Wheat had at least 
penalty area, which was clearly 200 hits in· 1922, 1924, 1925'. 
·not the·case. And with 1:10 left . ARNOLD PRINTING. 
Scranton scored•an allowed "off-
sides" goal. 
Coach MacCormack reached 
this conclusion; "Their ability to 
move the ball within a confined 
area was the toughest problem 
our defense faced." The coach 
also credited the work of. Scott 
ANSWER THREE: Milwau: 
kee's Mike Hegan and LA 
Dodger AI Downing. 
ANSWER FOUR: In i968, they 
had a 86-75 record under man-
ager Alvin Dark. 
CORPORATION 
·!FOR ALL Y.OUR 
·PRINTING NEEDS 
LETTERPRESS & OFFSET 
Tuesday night the Blue and 
Gold found themselves up a-
gainst the number eight ranked 
team 'in. the ·New Jersey/Penn-
sylvania/Delaware region. I.C. 
played a spirited match that 
should have ended in· a highly 
respectable 2-1 ~core. · .·The 
University of Scranton· scored 
two referee-assisted goals in the 
final two miriutes· of play. 
Tactically, coach MacCormack 
wanted Ithaca to play a defensive 
minded opening stanza. . Sur-
prisingly, the · lthacans lead 
throughout mo·st ~f the first hall. 
At the 7:42 inark, Jim Edwards 
converted on his own rebound for 
his second goal in successive 
Porter. In the past two games ANSWER FIVE: Brockport 
Ted Wesson has alternated in State and Ithaca tied 0-0 in 1954. 
goal with Jeff Cogshall. Ted has 
( 607.) 272-7800.41 ·e9_st ~~~t;.Sf 
done a commendable job, his 
goals against ave_':'llge is at 1. 78. 
In upcoming contests today, 
the Blue and Gold face St. 
Bonaventure on the road. 1975 
saw Ithaca romp · over the 
"Boonies" on South Hill 8-1. 
Tuesday the Bombers entertain 
LeMoyne College of Syracuse. 
The Dolphins were E.C.A.C. 
Division m runners-up last 
season. The two clubs did not 
face each other in 1975. 
ouBombers 
· .Tie· A(fred 
games. Jim's tally resulted from [continued from page 12) 
a break-away.. He took a Bombers play was because ·11we 
beautiful I1;1ft footed, shot from didn't go after'em.'' " 
the 18 yard line, that struck the The· Ithacans are home again 
crossbar ·and goalpost simulta- this Saturday against the 
neously. On the rebound, Jim Springfield College Chiefs. The 
out-quicked ~the· goalie for the Chiefs after losing their first two 
score. With only a minute and games have rebounded and are 
fifty seconds remaining in the now 2-2. Last year in Massachu-
first 45 minutes, Scranton scored sett~ the .BomQe.rs_ destroyed ~ 
on a··airffl lcicltth'iit'deflected off, Springfield 61-0. So the Chiefs 
anLC. defender. have a score to settle and the 
The se~ond half was score- Bombers, they have a reputation 
less until,tlie 35:00 mark, when to uphold. 
SHARE THE RIDE 
WITH US THIS 
. . ' 
WEEKEND 
ANDGETON 
TO ,reooo THING. 
Us means Greyhound. and a lot of your fellow students 
who are already on to a good thing. You leave When you 
like. Travel comfortably. Arrive refreshed and on time. 
Yo.u'II save money, too. over the increased air 
fares. $hare ·1:he ride with us on weekends. Holidays. 
Anytime. Go Greyhound. 
G'REYHOUND SERVICE 
ONE- ROUND-
TO WAY TRIP 
18.30' 
Philadelphia 17 .10 
Boston 26.10 
21.00* 
32.50 
49.60 
5 trips daily 
3 trips daily 
3 trips daily 
*WEEKEND .SPECIAL· : 
GSEYHOUND AGENT 
"'° ADDRESS ·· · 
,_710 West State .Ithaca New York 
PHONE 
272-7930 · 
\, 
·fabulous leather coat sale 
regular & Pant coat lengths 
99000 
reg. to 180.00 reg. to 220.00 
o Misses sizes 8-18; junior 5-15 
Q rich natural leathers in a fantastic collection 
of up-to-date styles 
·0 _belted, half belted & some hood sty~es 
® . assorted br~wntones, rust, beige, burgundy 
& pumpkin 
@ use your Rothschild's Charge Account, 
Master Charge or BankAinericard; 
\ 
ask about our handy lay-a-way 
limited time offer! 
·aotiREYHOUND . 
... .-and ieave-pae ~rlviDIJ"fo'US"- L·;..·· ,...........,..;..._~_...;.._~~~--~---~ 
.. 
•:.,I:.:,•'••,-•:'' 
..... ' ." ~ 
,I 
. r 
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10 YEARS AGO, WVBR FIRST BROADCAST IN STEREO-
TO CELEBRATE OUR ANNIVERSARY WE'RE GIVING .. 
THE PRESENTS TO YOU. ' 
tech-hif1 
Quality Compo~~ts at the Rtght Prace 
YOU CAN WIN A COMPLETE STEREO SYSTEM; COURTESY 
OF TECH HI-Fl: PICK UP ENTRY BLANKS AT TECH 
Hl-~!1 205 DRYDEN ROAD IN COLLEGETOWN.· THE DRAvvlNG Will BE HELD ON THE AIR ON SUNDAY, 
OCTOBER 10. LISTEN TO 93FM FOR DETAILS. ·-
ON SUNDAY, YOU CAN HEAR WVBR'S SPECIAL -. 
PROGRAM ON ,AMERICAN ROCK MUSIC-EIGHT HOURS OF 
THE FINEST SOUNDS THIS COUNTRY HAS PRODUCED-
De-TOBER 10 ___ 0N 93FM. 
'- .. 
THIS-THURSDAY, WVBR PRESENTS A MIDNIGHT 
CONCERT-THE PAUL WINTER CONSORT-WAS RECORDED 
LIVE IN BAILEY HALL AT CORNELL, AND WE'LL 
PRESENT THAT SHOW AT MIDNIGHT, 
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 7. , 
IN ADDITION, WE'LL HAVE RECORD- ALBUMS,AND 
· CONCERT TICKETS TO GIVE AWAY THROUGH THE 
-COMING WEEK., 
IT ALL HAPPENS AT 93FM. 
. 
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Bey Goldenrod-·.~ 
o .. Martial Arts Of ·Kalbuki 
To my Matinee Idol-
Who always gives 
show. 
Thanks for teaching JDe how 
· · _ to fill your tank! Are yon Coming 
n good tonight? [ha, ha[. Let's have n,, conti~ued from page 10 
, Ma)\ you_ stay on my charts 
forever.· 
few ... or rather, a lot. -- __ 1 male characters, tbes~ roles have develop an expert. The U.S. tour of the Nation-
, Love, me - been played by niale actors since Music for tachimawnri is al Theater Institute of Japan is 
l'OR SALE: Pioneer 8 Track FM the 17th"'-c_entury. . produced by a group of players sponsored by The Performing 
New Ealtz Eva- stereo car deck. Pioneer dual Among The se_epes to be· from an area at stage right which Arts Program of the Asia Society 
- Looking forward to seeing cone speakers, also many 8 included on the Oct 18 'program - is screened from the audience. f>. under grants from Lila Acheson 
you, Dope you feel better REAL tracks included. Perfect condi- are the male battle scene from -chief component of the musical Wallace, the Andrew W. Mellon 
soon. Maybe the Palms is ~e. tion. JVC 8 track recorder tape "Chusliingura," one of the most accompaniment is the use of two Foundation and the Japan 
ultimate cure. deck, too. Call eves 272-3291. famous of all kabuki dramas; a oak sticks [twuke] which are Foundation. The troupe will 
Jon"theimbiber"Turbacks scene from "Omi .No Okane," in beaten on a flat oak board. The perform at New York City's 
DELP wANTED: Experienced\ Math Club which a young laundress repul- performer beating them watches Carnegie Hall just prior to its 
bartenders. Chapter Bouse, 400 ses two attacking. boatmen by the action from stage left and, appearance at Cornell. 
Stewart Ave. Apply 4-6 pm adriot manipulation of a cloth, striking the board at crucial The Cornell performance is 
The. Math Club will sponsor d f - "K ·· N d b th U · ·t • daily or call ~2-9540._ alk b ah an a scene rom UJira o moments, produces a sharp, sponsore y e mvers1 y s 
a t y- Tony Z orik on Danmari," in which -a samurai non-reverberating sot. J. China-Japan Prol?l"am. 
The Brooktondale Apple Festival 
Sat. Oct. 16th, 11-4. Apple pies, 
cider, baked goods, snacks, craft 
demonstrations, white ele 
plants, children& entertainment, 
qyilt raffle. Brooktondale Com-
munity· eeoter. 
Men's Ice Hockey - anyone 
interested-in playing in an Ithaca 
College lntermural Ice Hockey 
program contact the men's Ice 
Hockey club. Call Chip Fagan 
27 4-3494 or Dave Pettee at-
274-3498. All I.C. men welcome. 
Organizational meeting Tues. 
Oct. 12, 8:00 T103. Elec~on of 
officers-approval of constitution. 
Buy mom a flower corsage 
for Parents' Weekend! The P.T. 
Association will be selling cor-
sages in the Union every day 
from 10-3, starting Monday, Oct. 
11th. 
LUCKY 13 CARD1! We punch it 
ev_er.I.~ _y~_u ~~-! a car wash or 
agas·fill up. ri-ee_wash.on your 
birthday. Gulf Car Wash 740 
South · Meadow St. [Route 13 
South, entrance to Westons]. 
We're· cleaning up down here! 
73 Audi Fox • excellent condi-
tion. Try it you'll like it! $1950. 
272-5535. 
Sex--if so, we are oil cantpus and 
are se~ CONDOM~ cheaper 
than any drug store in the area. 
C-lill anytime_. 273-7606. 
Wanted: Individual or' couple to 
be available for house sitting 
some weekends and holidays. 
Must be familiar with horses. 
272-5535. 
Attention Muleskinne.rs! 
Don't miss .the fun, come to 
the Glen. Y!all get.drunk DOW, 
Jack Daniel 
p~zzle answers 
r 
2ffCA ... 
·COLDBIIR 
....... p~---
- •Groceries • Kegs_ -· 
, _Party Supplies • Ice. 
- ' ' 
~ .lll_"9D Cl9A8 
'_ 122 N:· -Aurora St. 
Open ()ailr till 10 p.m~ 
-...:. .. 
"Games of Logic and Strategy;" battles a crowd ·ot reptilian ,,.. ____ ""'_..., ___ '!"'_ ,... ____________ -o 
;~ ~un::'1. October lO at 7:ao creatures while searching for his . Otake 8 study breako 
Professor Zahorik will de- lord's lost sword on the bottom of 
scribe and analyze the rules: of the sea. 
some familiar games, such hs The somersault or tombo is 
Tic-Tac-Toe, as well as some an important feature of kabuki 
"new" games (such as Hex, Nim) stage fighting. About 20 varie-
in order to determine the win•- ties of tombo are performed 
enjoy an ice cream cake 
I 
ning strategies, if any, behind today--and the number used to 
them. be higher. yaenq,suke maintains _ 3 '1 '"'"'v"" .. ilov"'"'"''" _ 
The only mathematics used that, although it is possible to try our /la_vor of the week".each ~! 
will be a ureful, logical analysis learn to flip.in about a month, it ELMIRA ROAD 
of what the rules of these games takes 10 years of practice to OPEN ALL YEAR FALL HOU RS: 11 AM • 1 r PM 
really sary-·---------------------"~~~=:=:=:~:=::=:=:=:~:::::::::::~:::::::::~--u 
_ There:are people out there who'll do their best to 
make yqu fe~I inferior. That's because they read the ad 
· saying fhe in-crowd drinks Thunder Bummers. , · 
. ~d all you want is a.beer. 
:- /If that really bothers you, ·strike back. Order a -
S9h~i1t's, in~ oaken fl~on. Sch-mt'dr.s' 
- With.a twist of coconut. · .1.; _ 
, ... ~ ... _. 
:,· ::~: ~ ·:,.~-~ ... ~ . ' .. ,· 
/'· 
The beer that might make 
Philadelphiafarrious. · 
-..--- .. ·--· ' ....... -. 
f. :.:..:,, •,' 
. ,: ' '• .: .. 
... 
• ' •' '' • \, • -. ,. ~' " ,. ' I • • • -- ·•. 
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Your Lafayette Radio Ass°'ciate Store . . Not All Hems uT .1-dl ~,lores '.~ .. : ... :_~.) .. ,,. , 
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IB111v One, Get I Free 
2 
for 
1 
SA-LE 
$5. -
per· speaker,-. 
$1011 
per pair 
ADDITIONAL 
DISCOUNT 
WITH 
COL.LEGE I.D. · 
AVANTE SPEAKERS 
"AVANTE 44 
-2· WAY SPEAKER 
SYSTEM 
Reg. S70.00 EACH 
s7000 NOW PAIR 
AVANTE 66 
2 WAY 
SPEAKER SYSTEM 
Reg. $90.00 EACH 
s9000 !MOW PAIR 
. . . , 
• • • '; ' , , I,.,'/,~', o : (', 
.Q 
A111e11ca11 Made. 'itntOP or f anwn Walts Preeo,r 
Watts Preener 
SS;-95 
s3,s 
SAVE$2.00 
- RECORD 
CLEANER 
IN PLASTIC ~ 
TUBE 99c: 
STEREO -
· -HEADPHONE 
EXTENTION CORD 
I 
25 Foot . 
. '~:--- Coiled 
.~~------~ 
- ~ -
. . . ~ 
4.95" ,,.. 
1 Year -· 
Over the Counter 
Exchange • I ' ',, 
. Guarantee 
.... ~la""!-----;;;;::::1 --
: 86M 
• ·t=ull 
. · memory 
• Eight 
digit . 
• Pe_r ,cent 
. ·key 
Reg . .29-;9S' 
. 1495 Sale .. 
3 
.e pieees 
Phillips--_ GA-427 
belt drive lurnt~bJe 
complete-w/ base-
HP-161 
FM STEREO, FM/AM RE~EIVER,;RECORD PLA-YER 
199.95 . · NOW ·16995 . 
HP-168 - , 
· FM STEREO, FM/AM RECEl'lER, RECORD PLAYER 
8 TRACK PLAYER , '-
. 25_9.95 NOW 2_-1995 
H~169 · 
FM STEREO, FM/AM RECEIVER, RECORD PLAYER . 
CAS~ETTE PLAY.ER RECORDER- _ '· 
299.95 -, _ .N.OW 25995 
dust cover 
Audio _Technica 
Magnetic C.artridge 
~ ~ . 
Regj 129~115 .. _ --. 
. . 
NOW-- ee..,s·. I 
. . - . . , . :""!!!'' ... 
~· . ,,. 
. J 
., 
_- ---- '\ 
